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6. Reflection 

1. The Pure in Art 

'0."""--0.."1 so of-

of 
11lLlstrate'd in an incident bitingly ro..-.nrl~orl 

Seven years ago, when I in a nrn,Q'rf"SSnlf> 

student in one of my classes who wanted to be a writer. 
She was not with me, but she knew that I sometimes wrote 
short stories, and one breathless and she came up to me in 
the to tell me that she had just written a story that her 

a Mr. Converse, was excited about. "He thinks it's won-
derful" she "and up for put)llGatlcm 

I asked what the story was about; the was a rather 

about a 
her 

and dates. Her answer had a I'ip' ... rpr~tlnO' 

and som.e sailors she had met on 
which had looked for a moment, O'I~I'iI'i,pn~'1'i 

I "Settling the , Harper's 1954; reprinted in On 
the Contrary (Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1961). p. 225. 
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58 WHEN IS ART? 

"Mr. Converse going over with me and we're going to put in the 

more be 
the un-

\Afnlprr~pr enhance-

ments or are extrinsic to the work itself. A 

notion seems to be in what we take to be sym-
bolic art. We think first of works as Bosch's Garden 

dered in a crr::ll0rhrtrtr'lAf:~rti 

not themselves stand as 

On the other 

as 

works without 

rr .... ,l-n",o ourselves to 

abstract or 

represen

restricted 

to one 
another matters 

not confuse the two usages. What matters very 
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much, to many 

pv:nrC>cc,nO any of it, a 

,rr£,,,,,l-lu much advocated program or 
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artists and 

it 
me set forth in 

rr.lncl,rlpl~::ll-llr.n without 

a 
view: 

"What a is external to it, and extraneous to the 
if it has one, its references-subtle 

from some more or less well-n~co:g
to do with its aesthetic or artistic 

cance or character. Whatever a refers to or stands for in any 
way, overt or occult, lies outside it. What counts is not any such 

to else, not what the but 
what it is in itself-what its own intrinsic QU<'II1t1leS 

attention on what it svrnblol1i~es, the more we are 
svrnbc)liz,aticm by a 

picture is not art shuns all 

for its inherent character, some 
such remote relation as syrnblolli~atlon. 

Such a The to concentrate on 

the intrinsic rather than the extrinsic, the insistence a work 

art what it than what it and the con-
of 

nr{,rn,cD to 

extricate art 

2. A Dilemma 

But a dilemma us here. If we this doctrine 

the formalist or we seem to be that the content 
such works the Garden and the doesn't 
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matter 

traneous. 

The best course, I 
all and all wrong. can 

the doc

what a 
we seem to be 

in the other we 
the ex-

is extraneous is extraneous. But is what a 

symbol external to it? 
boIs of all kinds. Consider the cUl'1nhr,lc 

"this 
Ilword", which 

"short", which 

many other 

are pictures of t-hl"rn<;:pI1l!PC:; 

depict can 

carry any 

extraneous. 

, which has seven 

not sym-

Does this mean that any work that rpru'p(:pntc:; .--,,-............. ,.... meets 

the 

the t:;:!np"I-I-" no 
such monsters or demons or unicorns -''''"nATn''H'O 

tures or in verbal To 

a unicorn' amounts that it is a 
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or anything at all 

there is nothing 

though, this is 

and I won't press the 

eXIJressl~:mlst as well as r.orw.o".ont-":lit-,,,....n 

For a work to be an instance 
it must on this view neither rO"'Irll"ll,.,t 

it has are its own nrrW'I",'ri-t ,O>C 

all the nrr.nDrj.'DC' 

2 See further "On Likeness of "!I~"~'~~' 
about Meaning" (195.3), PP. pp. 221-2.38; 

Motion, for instance, as well 
white for example, see the pictures 
sian LA, 
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The response is that the distinction 
among the several ".,. .. ,,,n<:: ... I-,,o<o a work may have lies between its 

internal or intrinsic and its that 

while 

Material? Of course, 
nrr"-,o,rt-I<:'c that are to be called 

The 
out as 

nonrepresen-

in 

be 

be characterized as all those that relate 
it. So we are still faced with the 

is involved-the how proper-
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ties that matter in a nOnf(~DresE~nti3.tj(m2lL nAn.DVr'rt:>,oc",., n::l1n,r,n,rr 

are dlstm:gUlSh(~d 

there is an answer to the '-! U';:;::>l1Ul 

we'll have to all this 

and come down to 

content .... ; we 
/-prnntt:>rl to say, it was cut from a bolt and has all 

nrr"\nto',../-"oc as the of the material. But 

you two stories-or 

studied such 

When she called 

her !--"TAr'i!-o 

and ordered 
"';"1,,,,,,,.,,,,"'; two weeks later. 
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the guests were beginning to arrive, a truck drove up with a 

single huge cake. The the bake-shop was utterly 

discouraged by the complaint. "But Mrs. you have no 
idea how much trouble we went to. husband runs the tex

tile shop and he warned me that your order would have to be 

in one 
The moral of this story is not simply that you can't win, but 

that a sample is a sample of some of its but not 
others. The swatch is a of texture, color, etc. but not of 

size or shape. The cupcake is a sample of color, texture, 

and shape, but still not of all its Mrs. Tricias would 

have complained even more loudly if what was delivered to her 
was like the in having been baked on that same day two 

weeks earlier. 
Now in general which of its properties is a a sample 

of? Not all its properties; for then the sample would be a 

nothing but itself. And not its or 'internal' or, 
anyone specifiable set of The kind of property sam-

differs from case to case: the but not the swatch is 
a of size and shape; a specimen of ore may be a sample 

of what was mined at a given time and Moreover, the 

sampled properties vary with context and circumstance. 

Although the swatch is normally a sample of its texture, etc. but 

not of its shape or if I show it to you in answer to the 

question "What is an upholsterer's it then functions not 

as a sample of the material but as a of an upholsterer's 

sample, so that its size and are now among the 

it is a sample of. 
In sum, the point is that a is a sample of-or ex(:?mjrJL'l1''leS 

some of its properties, and that the to which it 
bears this relationship of exemplification4 vary with circum-

4 For further discussion of exemplification, see LA, pp. 52-67. 
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stances and can only be that it 
serves, under the as a Being a 

of or exemplifying is a relationship something like that 

of being a friend; my friends are not distinguished by any 
uipnl-lh::llhlp property or duster of properties, but only by stand

ing, for a period of time, in the relationship of friendship with 

me. 

The implications for our problem works of art 

may now be The that count in a purist 

painting are those that the picture makes manifest, 
focuses upon, heightens in our consciousness-those 

that it shows forth-in short, those properties that it does not 

merely possess but exemplifies, stands as a sample of. 

If I am right about this, then even the purist's purest painting 

symbolizes. It But to exem-

plify is surely to no less than 

representation or expression is a form of reference. A work of 

art, however free of representation and expression, is still a 

symbol even though what it symbolizes be not things or people 

or feelings but certain of color, texture that it 

shows forth. 

What, then, of the purist's initial pronouncement that I said 

facetiously is all right and all wrong? It is all right in saying that 

what is extraneous is extraneous, in pointing out that what a 

often matters very little, in that 

is ........ 'AH~.~ of a work, and 

in stressing the of so-called intrinsic or internal or 
'formal' properties. But the statement is all wrong in assuming 

that representation and expression are the func
tions that paintings may perform, in supposing that what a 

symbolizes is always outside it, and in insisting that 

what counts in a is the mere possession rather than the 
ex(:mpl1l~lcaltlon of certain ....... ,.."' ... "" .. 1'""" 
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Whoever looks for art without symbols, 'then, will find 

none-if all the ways that works symbolize are taken into ac

count. Art without representation or expression or exem
plification-yes; art without all three-no. 

To point out that purist art consists simply in the avoidance 

of certain kinds of symbolization is not to condemn it but only 

to uncover the fallacy in the usual manifestos advocating purist 

art to the exclusion of all other kinds. I am not debating the 

relative virtues of different schools or or ways of painting. 

What seems to me more important is that recognition of the 

symbolic function of even purist painting gives us a clue to the 
problem of when we do and when we don't have a 

work of art. 

The literature of aesthetics is littered with 
to answer the question "What is art?" This question, often 

hopelessly confused with the "What is good arn", is 

acute in the case of found art-the stone picked out of the 

driveway and exhibited in a museum-and is further aggravated 

by the promotion of so-called environmental and conceptual art. 

Is a smashed automobile fender in an art gallery a work of art? 

What of that is not even an object, and not exhibited 

in any gallery or museum-for the and f.illing

in of a hole in Central Park as prescribed by Oldenburg? If 

these are works of art, then are all stones in the driveway and 

all objects and occurrences works of art? If not, what 

distinguishes what is from what is not a work of art? That an art

ist calls it a work of art? That it is in a museum or 
gallery? No such answer carries any conviction. 

As I remarked at the outset, part of the trouble lies in 

the wrong question-in to that a thing may 

as a work of art at some times and not at others. In 

crucial cases, the real question is not "What objects are (per

manently) works of art?" but "When is an object a work of 
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art?" -or more briefly, as in my title, "When is art?" 

answer is that just as an object may be a symbol-for in-
stance, a certain times and under certain circum-
stances and not at so an object may be a work of art at 
some times and not at others. Indeed, just by virtue of 

as a symbol in a certain way does an object while so func-
tioning, a work of art. The stone is no work of art 

while in the driveway, but may be so when on display in an art 

museum. In the it usually performs no symbolic func
tion. In the art museum, it exemplifies certain of its proper

of shape, color, texture. The hole-digging 
and filling functions as a work insofar as our attention is 

ed to it as an exemplifying symbol. On the other a Rem

brandt painting may cease to function as a work of art when 
used to a broken window or as a blanket. 

Now, of course, to function as a symbol in some way or 

other is not in itself to function as a work of art. Our swatch, 

when serving as a sample, does not then and thereby become a 

work of art. Things function as works of art only when their 

symbolic functioning has certain characteristics. Our stone in a 

museum of geology takes on symbolic functions as a sample of 

the stones of a given origin, or composition, but it is not 
then functioning as a work of art. 

The just what characteristics distinguish or are in-

of the symboliZing that constitutes functioning as a 

work of art calls for careful study in the light of a general 

theory of symbols. That is more than I can undertake but 

I venture the tentative thought that there are five symptoms 
of the aestheticS (1) density, where the finest dif-

ferences in certain constitute a between 

5 See LA, 252-255 and the earlier there alluded to. The fifth 
C\frr,ntn,m has added above as the result conversations with Professors 

and Alan Nagel of the University of Iowa. 
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Hokusai 

or more 

measure the extent to which an 
ic. after are 

without the 
And 

excludes ordinary :>"",hiolllih, 

dependent denotations at quite 

dense, or less 
,\lrrlnt()rr1<; thus does not at 

symptoms than 

never determine 
or whether we have 

the 

another version 
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dictum that 
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notice that 
rather 

characteristics 

can 
we 

the answer to 

case even if 

all right and 

not look or be said to be red at 
function as or be 
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for on. To say what art does is not to 
say is; but I submit that the former is the matter 

of rlni~,,,,,,,,,CT 

and is the same 

art. The 
much the 

art does. 

A salient 

sient. 

upon whether it SOlnetmles 
~~,~I,"r;",nl" functions as such. Because all 

and c,an.!-',r:"...,t 

The into the nature of works of art 

has upon the overall of this 
have become clear. How an or event 

certain modes of ¥~~'~~"~r.~ 

to a vision of-and to the 

1. 

are also 

or the universe? I see 

then I also 

a 

see, not arrived at 
how could I be said to 

someone asks 

and I say "No", But he was there in the 
II-h,,-,,"ryh I saw 

that the man at the 

we are 

of not-too-clear You 
'" "'rtrt.o>, to say, that I 
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